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Abstract

This Policy Brief (PB) highlights and examines challenges and impacts of deep manipulated media and texts (known as “deepfakes”, hereinafter referred as DFs) on governments, society, business. Nowadays deepfakes tend to erase the divide between true and false content. Given the nature of Generative-Adversarial Networks (GAN) and other advanced technologies, deepfakes are hardly to be detected. Advances in software and modern digital tools have facilitated the rapid generation, commoditization and proliferation of deepfakes of all types and aims. A priority concern is how to regulate issues related to deepfakes and digital content forgery technology as along with positive aspects, deepfakes can create risks and threats in the financial sphere, social communications, public relations and at the political level as well. PB’s proposal suggests some practical recommendations in three main directions: 1) elaboration of common approaches to development of soft law and regulatory policy instruments to cope with current challenges of deepfakes through launching a global initiative with participation of governments (public institutions), technology companies, digital platforms, and social media, among others. in relation to malicious and harmful deepfakes; 2) intensification of subject matter scientific research, systematization of knowledge and creation of appropriate terminology; and 3) strengthening a dialogue and cooperation with key international organizations.
Challenges

The policy proposal addresses some key challenges.

Combined with the reach and speed of the Internet, a huge number of news channels, social networks and various applications, the creation, distribution, and circulation of deepfakes can reach millions of people relatively quickly. The number of deepfake videos detected up to December 2020 amounts to 85,047 according to Sensity Company Report “The State of Deepfakes 2020: Updates on Statistics and Trends”.

Deepfakes can carry serious risks, the range of which is quite wide. They can pose threats both to an individual or a group of people, and create more serious threats in the information space, affecting national interests. The widespread dissemination of fake and unverified information through online platforms and with manipulation tools, including deepfakes, can be considered as leading to new types of information wars. For instance, there are encrypted chat groups on Telegram that do business. It means that anyone can pay to encrypted chat groups on Telegram to order the creation of custom pornographic deepfakes, including sexualization of children.

Advances in deepfake technology offer many opportunities for a variety of aims both with positive (in art, education, autonomy, medicine, film industry, e-commerce, etc.) or negative consequences. Because of their rapid spread, deepfakes can be used for malicious and criminal aims, for example:

- disinformation;
- distortion and manipulating public opinion;
- political hostility;
- manipulation of election campaigns results;
- violation of intellectual property rights;
- defamation;
- blackmail, hating, bullying;
- harm to childhood: child pornography and other prohibited sexual practices;
- manipulating evidence materials in criminal investigations;
- financial fraud, theft, deception, and many more.
Most of the harm caused by malicious deepfakes relates to various violations and crimes and can be regulated by the legislation in countries, part of the potential harm is not covered by legal acts. Some countries have been taking steps to address the DF threats (e.g., India, China, Singapore, South Korea, USA, UK, Japan, EU). The process of adopting legislative measures in this area by countries is still being implemented rather slowly, this is due to the fact that DF is a multi-level problem and involves many areas, including acute and sensitive issues. In addition, as already noted, possible innovations in legal practice are very difficult to be solved at a technical level.

Deepfakes, as a phenomenon of modern digital opportunities, have become one of today’s challenges. To eliminate and minimize today’s and tomorrow’s risks, “a combination of technology, education, training, and governance is urgently needed”.

Below some main threats for governments, business and society are identified:

1. **National Security.** Deepfake technology can have serious public and national security implications. Deepfake technology allows the public to provide false information in a very credible form, thereby manipulating people’s emotions and causing widespread mistrust in society. Political disinformation can also be reinforced and propagated by DFs, and they can be used consciously or unconsciously to generate political dividends, prompting many governments to look for ways to manage such incidents. Deepfakes can have a devastating impact on geopolitics and interstate relations.

   Political misinformation threatens the electorate’s ability to credibly assess government officials and elect competent leaders. Since the advancement of DF technologies, political elites around the world have been a target of scandals caused by various DFs. By undermining people’s trust in potential and current political figures or state institutions, deepfakes can incite hatred and spread of terrorism.

   The range of negative and criminal manifestations of deepfakes is quite wide, and every year new forms and technical possibilities for the development of such practices tend to expand.

2. **Judicial system.** DF landscape can damage trust in the justice system as evidence in court can be manipulated by DF and affect trial proceedings. The issue of authentication and recognition of digital evidence by prosecutors in judicial practice remains one of the key ones. Problems can arise during cross-examination when one side testifies in the affirmative about the details of a video or other deepfake, while the other side denies its authenticity and content. This may negatively affect court cases due to the additional burden on judges and various experts, in addition, it will require additional financial costs and time to verify evidence. In the context of modern realities associated with the new coronavirus infection Covid-19, many courts have switched to an online format for
hearing cases, which entails additional challenges. Video processing software, including “deepfake” technology, poses problems both for verifying that plaintiffs or witnesses are who they claim to be during a virtual trial, and for parties to claim falsification of any statements and evidence presented in court, including filing various reconsideration claims after the process. Thus, it is very likely that the DF will complicate the work of judges, prosecutors and lawyers, in general, will create overload in legal proceedings.

3. Democracy. DF can be an effective tool for propaganda, various sorts of radicalization of public mood. The use of DF for disinformation poses a threat to democratic mechanisms. Threats of online disinformation, of guarantees for freedom of expression and pluralism in the media, issues of ensuring fair elections take place at an international level. It is necessary to analyze various aspects of the fight against disinformation through content moderation; opinions expressed on a number of challenges related to the spread of disinformation and false information on online platforms and in the global digital ecosystem should also be moderated.

4. Banking and Financial Systems. Deepfakes and synthetic media do not pose a serious threat to the stability of the financial system in mature, healthy economies but they can harm individuals, vulnerable businesses and organizations, including government regulators. DF can create certain risks for emerging markets, in some situations and for developed countries experiencing financial crises. Deepfakes can be used to manipulate the market and stocks. For example, a fake video might show to public that the head of a corporation or a bank denies a merger that has occurred or makes claims of financial loss or bankruptcy. The use of video to open accounts remotely for bank customers may be subject to reduced security due to the use of modern DF technologies.

5. Business. Being combined with hacker attacks such as email phishing, deepfakes can be used to cheat companies, which can negatively impact the business climate and negotiations between business partners. DFs can damage the reputation of an enterprise. Also, fraudsters can impersonate high-ranking persons to obtain confidential information or request money.

6. Digital Platforms and Social Media. Social networks have recently started to monitor content to detect possible DF, but they detect only two-thirds of them. Some social media and platforms have officially banned or plan to ban malicious deepfakes on their platforms. These include Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Pornhub, Reddit, Tiktok. Criminals often act anonymously, that makes it difficult for a victim to bring them to justice. That is why platforms can play a crucial role in identifying the perpetrator to help users. In the case of anonymity of users who use malicious DF, it is necessary to consider the possibility of prosecuting a service provider (a site or a platform hosting malicious DFs). Regulation of DFs on large Internet platforms, social networks and other mass resources is needed.
7. *Children and Youth.* Deepfakes can pose a threat to the safety and well-being of children as they intensify cyberbullying and online violence against children on the Internet. Realistic depiction of scenes of aggression, horror, violence, or explicit sexual acts can be harmful to a child’s mental health. Deepfake production tools are available to everyone and are quite easy to use. Applications for creating DF are available in smartphones. With the help of such applications, it is possible to carry out destructive actions, both directly involving images of children, and aimed at a children’s audience.

For instance, one of the most popular activities for children is to create videos of themselves and post them on various social media. In addition, children are active users of applications that can create a realistic image of a child at an older and mature age from a photo of a child. By uploading their photographs for processing, children provide them to third parties, unconsciously contributing to the creation of vast libraries of content that can be analyzed and used for the production of deepfakes. There have been cases where images of children have been collected and used to create sexualized DFs. The biggest problem with the investigation of such DFs is the difficulty in identifying the children who appear in videos. DFs, as a rule, hide the real face of a child who has been physically abused—without identifying the victim, it is very difficult to identify the perpetrator. There is also a risk that investigators will waste time looking for a child or youth who has not actually been sexually abused.

8. *Loss of trust in information.* Machine manipulated content can produce an effect of so-called Liar’s Dividends. It implies that people can successfully deny the authenticity and express doubts about content that is not actually deepfakes, that is, to doubt, for example, completely realistic videos, images, or texts. It is assumed that the effect of “Liar’s Dividend” will continue to arise and progress with the expansion of the scale of proliferation of deepfakes. It is important to note that the spread of deepfakes creates an additional phenomenon that seems to be a serious threat—people have doubts about the authenticity of real videos and thus they would stop trusting any content, assuming that any media can be a deepfake.
Proposals for G20

Legislative measures in this area go rather slowly, this is due to the fact that DFs is a multi-level problem and involves many areas, including acute and sensitive ones.

The development of machine learning and a synthesis of modern AI techniques are certainly facilitated by the process of rapid improvement of software and hardware. Given the nature of deepfakes, a development of regulation of deepfake technology should be based on research and careful analysis of the relevant processes.

In response to the challenges listed above, we would propose the following policy recommendations and solutions that could support the G20’s efforts on developing solutions to reduce cyber security risks and threats caused by the digital era.

All steps on development of approaches to regulatory measures on DFs in T20 initiatives should be based on:

- equal and fair representation of countries in the relevant working international expert group on DFs;
- initiatives should not violate the sovereignty of countries and take into account their national legislative practices, cultural characteristics and traditional values;
- T20 initiatives and possible tools, as well as political decisions on DFs should ensure the interests of all nations, the positions of all actors with the decisive role of state institutions;
- initiatives and decisions should be based on scientific analysis and evidence base, verified statistics and case studies.

The recommendations proposed below do not imply any direct and mandatory regulatory measures or regulatory provisions that should be developed after comprehensive international studies.

Recommendation 1: Development of soft law and regulatory policy instruments

It is necessary to call countries to share their best regulatory practices on DF technologies and contribute to international best practices and instruments to identify reasonable approaches for further policy on deepfakes.

Proposed Solution: The G20 could launch a global initiative with participation of state representatives (public institutions), technology companies, digital platforms, social media, leading experts and other actors and stakeholders with the following goals to:
• monitor and review effective national policies and good practices of digital platforms and social media on DFs;
• develop general approaches to regulation in the area of DFs;
• consider setting up and maintenance an international *DF Register on malicious DFs*;
• provide effective forms of exchange of practices on DF detection;
• consider the possibility to label DFs (where appropriate).

To implement the solution proposed it is necessary to launch a *DF task force (DFTF)* or a *DF Collaborative Network* (with equal representation of all G20 member-countries) to coordinate the initiative proposed. To promote the initiative proposed, the establishment of a *G20 DF Observatory* could be considered. An observatory may also contain useful links to scientific articles and publications in the field of DF.

The modalities and objectives of such a body (group) should be carefully thought through and agreed at a G20 country level. Doing so, the G20 should instruct a proposed task force to monitor the implementation of this initiative to promote international awareness of the proposed task force with a view of raise in awareness of deepfakes and their impact on individuals and society, to informing, advising and encouraging non-members to participate in the G20’s work in the field of cooperative investigation and reduction of risks related to deepfakes.

1. **At the governance and political levels.** The G20 should instruct the task force to develop procedures for the notification and exchange of information among countries on malicious deepfakes to prevent or reduce risks posed by deepfakes for election campaigns, other governance and political processes, among others.

2. **At the business level.** Effective mechanisms should be put in place to identify harmful deepfakes that can have a financial impact on markets or the performance of exchanges and trading platforms, as well as create a negative environment for business development. Deepfakes should not be used to compete unfairly and suppress competitors in markets. Deepfakes are providing cybercriminals with new sophisticated capabilities to fraud. There is an acute question about the need to provide for strict obligations to use such products strictly for lawful purposes.

3. **At the society level.** The public should be widely informed about the modern possibilities of using DFs to promote false and misleading information. The citizens’ critical thinking should be developed in all possible ways to evaluate different information objectively. Various training programs and tools should be developed to enhance the capacity and skills to distinguish DFs from real and truthful information.
Developers of face-swapping apps and tools should be held accountable for misuse of their products. The safety of children, especially the sexualization of minors, should be in focus of their policies. In order to reduce risks for data privacy and advocate digital skills the G20 should call global platforms and social media to labeling, where appropriate, products in which DFs are used (paying particular attention to DFs, which can be used to manipulate the behavior of users or platform participants).

In the search for approaches to regulating DFs, modern social engineering technologies that are increasing in scale and sophistication should be taken into account. In this context, it could be advisable to focus on three areas:

- social profiling at scale;
- deep voice mimicry;
- deep fake video mimicry (with special mention of “Mouth Mapping” technology).

Recommendation 2: Scientific research, systematization of knowledge and public awareness

Given the impact on governments, society and business, international studies on deepfakes should be an important direction in scientific discourse and a meaningful aspect to which attention should be paid in the development of AI technology in general. In this context the G20 could contribute to better global understanding on deepfakes phenomena and focus on systemizing knowledge on DFs.

In particular, it is advisable to develop and agree for the purposes of the initiative proposed: i) a basic definition of DF; ii) a general classification of deepfakes; iii) other necessary terms and definitions.

Proposed Solution: the 20 should encourage a proposed task force on DFs (DFTF) to:

- develop useful studies, research, articles and scientific publications in a field relevant to DFs;
- strengthen contacts and interaction with national research and development institutions;
- raise the awareness of citizens in the area of deepfakes, promote knowledge and accurate information about the various forms and modalities of DFs in the modern information environment (placing such information in various materials distributed under the auspices of the G20);
• study risks and threats and to identify current challenges related to DFs; to develop a *DF risk map (G20 DFRM)* that is helpful for member states.

**Recommendation 3: Dialogue and cooperation with key international organizations**

The G20 could give more importance to the international dialogue on DF issues. To that end, it is advisable to recommend including some specific provisions on DFs into various practical instruments of international organizations (in the field of Cybersecurity, Digitalization, AI Development, AI Ethics) in the agendas of international events and meetings.

**Proposed Solution:** A task force (DFTF) or a collaborative network on DFs should launch a series of consultations with relevant international organizations/forums (UN, OECD, ITU etc.). Such consultations should contribute to the coordination of DF policies and the harmonization of balanced approaches to the issues addressed.

**RELEVANCE TO THE G20**

Indonesia’s G20 presidency focuses its agenda on key pillars among which digital transformation is one of such pillars. Under this pillar, one of the objectives is to strengthen the capacity for nations to prosper. The issue of deepfakes is very relevant and important in the overall context of security in the information environment in 2022.

**CONCLUSION**

Deepfakes can be considered as one of the most dangerous uses of Artificial Intelligence. They can promote spread of misinformation and be a trigger of new schemes of crime, information wars as they tend to erase the divide between true and false content. With the development of technology and related applications, DF creation becomes available to a wide range of people, including perpetrators, abusers and criminals as well. The key problem is that given the nature of GANs and other digital content forgery technologies, DFs are hardly detected. Now we have not been able to fully recognize and realize all threats that the DF can pose in the future so far.

The G20 is best positioned to assume a leadership role in coordinating efforts among multiple stakeholders to promote greater awareness in need to elaborate common approaches to development of soft law and regulatory policy instruments to cope with current challenges of deepfakes through launching a global initiative with participation of
governments (public institutions), technology companies, digital platforms, and social media, among others. The efforts of the G20 could be directed to three main areas: collection of statistics on DFs, enriching the scientific knowledge, drawing up a risk map and rise in public awareness; creation of detection tools; regulation at any stage of DF creation and use.

The G20 should call countries to develop a more globally coordinated and holistic approach to DFs within the context of their increase in accessibility and widespread deployment in recent years and DFs impact on crime (e.g., put up barriers to spread of DFs related to sexual abuse and exploitation of children on the Internet and to other forms of sexualization of children). As one of priority steps the G20 could take measures in relation to malicious and harmful deepfakes to intensify subject matter scientific research and useful publications, systematize knowledge and creation of evidence base and appropriate terminology; and to strengthen a dialogue and cooperation with key international organizations. Based on these measures, the G20 in cooperation with other international actors could move toward a step-by-step development of balanced and effective DF-regulatory tools for the benefit of all nations and ethnic groups, for protection and prosperity of all people around the world.
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